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요 약

WebRTC technology is one of leading various research efforts; this technology allows the exchange of media in a Peer-to-Peer between two browsers, it also provides a number of advantages such as avoidance of 3rd Party plug-in dependency, automatic adaptation to network performance guaranteeing QoS and encryption of communication, but WebRTC was designed to support only browser to browser communication and not multi-browser communication. This creates a challenge in the implementation of multi-browser services such as P2PRadio, Conference and P2PTV. Motivated by this, in this paper the architecture and implementation of P2PTV based on WebRTC are described.
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1. Introduction

Standardization of real-time applications on the web is being led by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). These two main standardization bodies aim to define the different Application Programming Interfaces APIs to support and enable media sharing in a Peer-to-Peer between two search engines [1]. Within the efforts of the IETF and the W3C, WebRTC was born being based on HTML5 and is composed of PeerConnection, MediaStream and DataChannels. These are APIs that together offer the establishment of a P2P communication. WebRTC brings with them a number of advantages such as avoidance of 3rd Party plug-in dependency, automatic adaptation to network performance guaranteeing QoS and encryption of communication among others. However it was designed to support only browser to browser communication and not multi-browser communication. This creates a challenge in the implementation of services such as Conference, P2PTV, and P2PRadio among others [2].

Furthermore, P2PTV represents an alternative to reduce costs in the conventional IPTV service, as P2PTV, it is based on the distribution of the content used user terminals (in our case the browser) in the role of peers and not as IPTV, which requires a dedicated infrastructure multi-casting [3]. Additionally, P2PTV can scale more easily because each user can become information distributor. This concept has already been deployed between different systems as SopCast [4], Joost [5], among others, however, none of these implementations has used the WebRTC technology.

The advantages of WebRTC and P2PTV technology are used as motivation. This research describes the architecture and implements service P2PTV based on WebRTC service. It also optimizes the location-based service user; the rest of the paper is organized as follows: WebRTC technical concepts and components are summarized in section II and some of the work related to it is also mentioned. In Section III, P2PTV architecture is described in more detail, as well as the description of operation is explained. Section IV is devoted to detailed step by step implementation and results. Finally, the article is concluded, and future works are proposed.

2. Background and Related Works

WebRTC 1.0 API is defined in [6] and enables JavaScript to execute actions that allow the browser to have
real-time communication. This API is mainly divided into three blocks that are the following:

- **PeerConnection**: this allows direct communication between two browsers. However, the communication should be coordinated through signaling protocols such as SIP, REST and others through the Web server (WebSocket or XMLHttpRequest).

- **MediaStream**: transmitted as soon as the PeerConnection is established and is responsible to manage and control everything related to data stream of audio or video. The MediaStream can capture information from any local devices such as webcam or microphone through getUserMedia() function.

- **DataChannel**: contains the transport service, which enables bidirectional communication browser.

Another important aspect is the WebSocket as mentioned in the PeerConnection, which is defined by the IETF in RFC 6455 [7] which allows a bidirectional connection between client and server. The other important protocol is the SIP(Session Initiation Protocol) that is defined in RFC 3261 by the IETF [8] which is responsible for managing all the media sessions(video, voice, file etc.).

Furthermore, as mentioned in the introduction one of the main drawback is that WebRTC was not designed for multi-browser communication whereby the article [9] was relevant to us. In this article, the authors present different models and architecture to support the conferencing service using WebRTC. These are based on a Webserver, It stores the address of the media session and then distribute it to the other participants when a new user is entering to the conference. The WebServer is also responsible for maintaining updated to the other participants in each conference. Based on this we can say that a kind of mesh between all participants is generated. This article was the basis of our architecture we perform but a series of changes that will be mentioned later.

At the time of writing, no research was found regarding the implementation of P2PTV service using WebRTC. However, in the article [10], the author makes a summarized detail of the different architectures of service P2PTV showing the advantages and disadvantages of each one. This research was based on the Tree-based overlay architecture where the original content is divided into different nodes, and each of these nodes is converted into a new media distributor which can be divided into different nodes, and so on. This way, you can optimize the bandwidth of the network. Most important thing for making this architecture efficient is that you should maintain the tree balanced, stable and short. It should also enable a fast and efficient mechanism reconnection when one of the nodes fails. In internet, we found a lot of demos and examples around WebRTC. In [11], there are a wide range of WebRTC application. The most related with our proposal is the Video one-way broadcasting, which supports 256 peer connection, however, it has some drawbacks such as Blurry video experience, Unclear voice and audio lost and Bandwidth issues / slow streaming / CPU overwhelming. The authors said that the solution of those drawbacks is to implement a Media Server. There are also other interesting services such as screen sharing, text chat, file sharing and so on.

### 3. P2PTV Architecture based on WebRTC Design

In this section, the architecture of the overall P2PTV service is described, and it is based on WebRTC, adding optimization based on user location. The data flow is also shown between the web server and browsers. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of P2P service which consists of Streaming Media Server, Web Server, Country Node, Node City and the user equipment (Computers, Tablets, SetUp box etc.). The Streaming Media Server is the one that contains the channels and the content of each one; it is also in charge of coding. The media server streams the required data by the WebServer. The WebRTC video codecs are not yet defined. However, The most implemented protocols are VP8 and H.264 for audio and G.711 and Opus are mandatory, and others are optional. Additionally, the transport Media is Secure Real Time Transport Protocol (SRTP) and the new RTP profiles [12]. The WebServer is responsible for managing the user profile and balancing the shaft for better bandwidth management, plus host (host) website with the user interface.
Figure 1. Overall Architecture

The Country Node Streaming Media Server has a smaller capacity than the streaming media server and it is responsible for retransmitting information to the various City Nodes. The City Node are similar but on a smaller scale and is responsible for distributing media to User Equipment.

Finally User Equipment is who receives and displays the required channels in the WebServer, this can also redistribute the information that is getting to different users requiring the same channel.

Figure 2. Call Flow

Figure 2 is intent on showing the operation of the above architecture. Let’s suppose the first user wants to
apply a channel, the first thing that the user needs to do is register on the WebServer, this is done by sending a SIP REGISTER message which is validated in the WebServer. In order to carry out the authentication and authorization of the user, then the user must register its location WebServer through a SIP PUBLISH message, this information is stored in the WebServer then based on it to perform the tree balance. After the user notifies its location, the user can request a channel for this should send a SIP INVITE message requesting the channel. The WebServer should reroute this message according to the following algorithm:

- The WebServer validates if another user has requested the channel in the same city.
- If so, you must validate if the user has also requested the channel which is enabled to broadcast it, in case if you can redirect the INVITE to that user.
- Otherwise, it will make the same procedure as a country mode.
- If no other user is found to retransmit the information, the WebServer will request Streaming Media Server to forward the information and City Node user and then forward the INVITE of the user to its City Node to start the transmission.

In our case as the first user, the WebServer must inform the Streaming Media Server to transmit the media to the Country Node, City Node to redirect the INVITE message to the user, and through the exchange of SDP message the MediaStream is obtained (WebRTC component) and the transmission of video and audio is set up. Then let’s suppose that a second user from the same country and city you want to apply the same channel by which you must first register and report its position as described for the first user. Subsequently you must apply the channel through the WebServer INVITE message using the algorithm described above, and it is known that there is another user who requested the same channel in the same country and city and relaying is enabled. Whereby the INVITE message is retransmitted to the user previously registered, and the exchange is carried, MediaStream eventually sets up Media Session and, so the tree is being created.

In Figure 2, it can also be seen clearly how it will optimize bandwidth because the Media is transmitted once between two nodes, and the transmission among between two users ends on a large scale. In conclusion, at this point it is important to clarify why the choice of the SIP protocol instead of PeerConnection of WebRTC is. The main reason is that the SIP protocol is implemented in different IMS core network as well as different implemented services are based on SIP[11].

4. Implementation and Results

In this section, the implementation of a table test is described and is similar to the architecture shown in section 3. Currently there are still some limitations to the full implementation of the architecture previously exposed yet attempted to replicate a similar architecture without losing the basis of the original architecture.

One limitation is the lack of a Streaming Media Server already developed, so this was replaced by a user interface that captures video through a web camera as shown in Figure 3. At the same time, obtaining video was ruled by media file, as it still has not been implemented, yet in WebRTC is under development. For us, this will be our city node. On the left side we can see the users that are sending information, the number of users is still limited by the browser, for example, in Chrome it only supports up to 20 WebRTC session and Firefox only 7. Each of these sessions occupies a bandwidth which 2M which will be detailed later. For handling SIP messages, we use SIP-JS [13]. Which implements SIP standard in JavaScript.
To implement the Server, we used the Mobicents SIP servlet project [14] which is an open source middleware that has already supported WebRTC and SIP over WebSockets. This project can be installed in any container such as Tomcat or JBOSS. In our case, we use JBOSS which has installed using the eclipse plug-in a computer with Ubuntu 12.04. The algorithm as explained on the location of the new nodes has developed using Java. In Figure 4, it can be observed that the server receives a REGISTER message from the browser and responds with a 200 OK. The website with the user interface is on this server, and the channel is also stored.

Finally, the user interface using HTML5, CSS and JS-SIP was implemented. It was used for the channel interface for handling SIP messages in a very similar way. In figure 5, different users are displayed requesting the same channel and the information distributed among them.
Figure 5. An Example of Users Tree

Figure 5 shows that the user Jhon receives information from Channel 1 and forwards it to the user Lee; the user Lee gets the average user and forwards it to user Park. If it is going on, the size of the tree can be increased.

Furthermore, it is also important to evaluate the bandwidth of the implementation already done, Google Chrome for this in the URL chrome://WebRTC-internals/ displays information related to the status of WebRTC session that is established in Figure 6. Statistics of bits sent per second, and packets sent per second on Channel 1 are presented. Where it is only sending information to the user John, so does not exceed 2.0 M in SentPerSecond bit.
5. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, the implementation of P2PTV using WebRTC is proposed and described. P2PTV is a multi-browser system; however, WebRTC was not designed for this type of services. So, this research shown the way how to implement a multi-browser system (P2PTV). This architecture and implementation was described step by step and the related results were shown. It is important to highlight that this implementation does not use a plugin (Silverlight, Flash), and all is supported by the browser, which is the most important advantage of using WebRTC. The other feature of this implementation is that the tree is optimized depending on user’s location. Which efficiently usage bandwidth in each branch of the tree. Additionally it is a fully scalable and low-cost architecture because each device of the user becomes a content distributor.

It should be noted that WebRTC is a technology still in development. However, WebRTC could make a potential change in the future of the communications services. For example, any browser could support any real-time services without need additional plugins. It will reduce the costs of services.

In the future, we would like to analyze the parameters of quality of service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) in our implementation. Additionally, we will implement our proposal over IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), which is a delivery services platform implemented in the telecommunications providers like KT, Telefonica among others. Also, we would like to implement a real environment to analyze the performance of
the location distribution system.
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